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Numerous yes-no decision problems (resource allocation 
problems, investment decision problems, production assign­
ment problems) confronting business executives can be and 
often are formulated as 0-1 programming problems.
In the realm of investment decision* without the ability 
to both (1) measure a project's value with respect to its 
cost, and (2) compare thisvto all other possibilities allowed 
within the domain of the projects under consideration, proper 
decision making proceedures are often unobtainable, inadequate, 
or misrepresentative of available optima.
This study presents a comparison of the relative effec­
tiveness of 3 Integer programming heuristics that attack the 
problem of obtaining optimal solutions to 0-1 programming 
problems. The three techniques are* (1) The Primal Effective 
Gradient Algorithm of Toyoda, (2) The Dual Effective Gradient 
Algorithm 'of Senju and Toyoda, and (3) a Modification to the 
Dual Effective Gradient Algorithm of Senju and Toyoda. Much 
time has been devoted to the latter two techniques in other 
papers (3.8). While the scope of this paper utilizes all 
three techniques, this study centers around the comparison of 
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Industry consumes the resources (man-hours, raw mater­
ials, money) necessary for the production of a saleable prod­
uct. The minerals industry is both a large consumer and pro­
ducer of resources. Every year the industry as a whole must 
undergo thousands of investment decisions on projects which 
are hopefully net producers. A common measure of net produc­
tivity is net present value. The costs involved in NPV calc­
ulations can be broken down into dollars per unit of resour­
ce consumed. The accuracy of this breakdown will be dealt 
with later. It is the consumption of these resources, and 
their availability, that we are concerned with at present.
An industrial manager, it is assumed, will try to max­
imize productivity (NPV) within the limits set on him by the 
availability of the resources consumed. The larger the class 
of limiting resources and the tighter these limits become, 
the greater the manager's problem. How is the manager to 
maximize NPV within the limits set by the availability of the 
resources to be consumed?
A general model of the manager's problem is as follows.
Max Z = £ KiXj. 1 = 1,... ,M (the number of projects)
iS.T.







A good technique used in solving the manager's decision 
problem should have three properties!
(1) It must yield an acceptable solution.
(2) Its cost must be Justifiable. .
(3) Management must be able to understand and accept the 
technique as well as implement the results.
A manager could totally eneumerate all combinations of 
projects under consideration, and choose the combination of 
projects that yields the highest payoff while still satisfying 
the resource availability constraints. This of course would 
yield the optimum solution. The first property of a good 
technique is satisfied, but the cost in time and the lack of 
simplicity eliminate this technique from further consideration. 
A manager could distribute available resources equally amoung 
all projects as a simple solution. This technique is total­
ly unjustifiable, as one must assume that a project is to be 
started if and only if one has the resources available to 
finish the project. A further problem, put off until now, is 
the accuracy of the breakdown of costs. If data is uncertain 
and subject to change, the cost of obtaining an optimum,
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= project variable (0 or 1).
= resource requirement J for project i. 
= availability of resource J.
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relative to the number of times an optimum is sought, may he 
prohibitive! further, management may not trust the optimum 
evjen if it is found.
The dilemma at hand is that even if a good technique is 
available, the three properties desired seem to be at odds 
with one another. An acceptable solution may be found at the
- • - iloss of properties 1 & 2 . A technique with low cost is apt 
to conflict with property 1 , and acceptance by management 
may be lacking in any event due to . the complexity of the
- - ttechnique. Management demands a technique displaying effic­
iency and simplicity.
The three heuristic methods of Senju and Toyoda (3»S#9) 
display not only the property of simplicity, but also those 
of accuracy and economy as well. A heuristic, however, by 
definition does not guarantee an optimum. Optimum being the 
extreme value (Max or Min as the case may be) of an objective 
function in the presence of constraints.
This paper presents (1) a verbal description of The 
Primal Gradient Method, (2) the solution of an example problem,
(3) a modification to the Primal Effective Gradient Method,
(4) a symbolic representation of the Primal Method, (5) a sum­
mary of The Dual Effective Gradient Method, (6) a summary of 
The Modified Dual Effective Gradient Method, (7) computational 
results of all three methods on 26 published solved problems, 
and (8) conclusions and suggestions.
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RATIONALIZATION OF THE PRIMAL EFFECTIVE GRADIENT ALGORITHM
The Primal Effective Gradient Heuristic attacks the 
problem of ranking a project's payoff with the costs incur­
red relative to restricted resources in a straightforward 
and logical manner. As implied by the title, an "effective 
gradient" method is used to rank those projects being surveyed 
in an investment decision problem. An "effective gradient" 
may best be thought of as a weighting factor used in comparing 
a project's payoff to the associated resource consumption. A 
gradient is calculated for each project based on ^ variables*
(1 ) the payoff of the project being surveyed, (2 ) the nor­
malized amount of each resource required for the project, (3 ) 
the normalized amount of each resource already consumed by 
projects already chosen, and ( *0 the overall amount, or mag­
nitude, of the resources already consumed by the projects 
previously chosen.
The necessity for using a gradient technique becomes 
apparent when one tries to put in perspective the payoff of 
one project and What it costs in terms of the restricted res­
ources required, as compared to the value of other projects 
and their requirements. The effective gradient technique 
is used to compare the relative values of projects not only 
in terms of payoff (NPV), but also in terms of overall pro­
ductivity, which is relative to the efficiency of resource 
utilization.
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The amounts of resources required by a project are in­
itially normalized (see the following page for the normalization 
proceedure) for the simple reason that this puts the amount 
of each resource to be consumed on a percentage basis of what 
was initially available. This establishes a dimensionless 
value per unit of each resource, thereby allowing an overall 
measure of the value of all resources consumed.
In most cases, resources will be initially available and 
consumed in differing amounts. A project which consumes more 
of a scarce resource as compared to one which consumes less 
of an abundant resource should be penalized more heavily in 
terms of its overall desirability. This penalty or measure 
of efficiency of resource consumption is calculated by the 
amount the project being surveyed increases the value of the 
resources already consumed.
The Primal Effective Gradient algorithm of Toyoda uses 
a ranking proceedure of a project's profitability that varies 
directly with a project's payoff, and inversely with the asso­
ciated penalty or lack of efficiency of resource consumption. 
This proceedure results in the acceptance or rejection of 
projects on the basis of (1) their contribution to total pay­
off, and (2) the relative efficiency of resource consumption.
The proceedure of Toyoda's Primal Effective Gradient 
technique is as follows: (seethe section entitled "Symbolic 
Representation Of The Primal Effective Gradient" for a
T-1833 6
mathematical presentation of the technique).
(1) Normalize the resource requirements for each project and 
for each restricted resource by dividing the resource require­
ments for each project by the respective resource availabilities.
(2) As no projects have been initially accepted, the set of 
accepted projects is the empty set, (A - 0), and all project 
variables are set to 0, (Xj[ = 0). The value of the objective 
function is 0, (Z = 0.0). The penalty for each resource is 
0f (P = (0,••.,0))•
(3) For the projects being surveyed and for each resource 
required, if the amount of resource required is less than or 
equal to 1.0 minus the amount of respective resource consumed 
plus the penalty (Pi), then the resources are in sufficient 
supply and the project may be placed in the set of projects 
to be considered (C)• If no projects can be considered, C is
an empty set (C = 0) and the heuristic terminates.
; ■; ; i
(4) Calculate the effective gradient for each project in C.
(4a) On the initial iteration all resources are assumed to
have equal penalty (P = (1,...,1)). The gradient for a project
is equal to the payoff times the square root of the total
number of restricted resources, with this quantity divided
by the sum of the resources required by the project.
(4b) After the initial iteration, the gradient for a project
in set C is equal to the project's payoff times the square
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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root of the sum of the squares of the penalty resources 
(simply the magnitude of the resources In set P) , with this 
quantity divided by the sum of the products of the penalty 
resources and the respective resources consumed by the project 
under consideration (simply the set of penalty resources P 
dotted into the set of resources required by the project being 
considered)•
(5) Choose the project with the largest gradient# and set 
its project variable equal to 1. Ties are broken arbitrarily.
(6) Enter the project into the set of accepted projects,
(set A).
(7) Increase the value of the objective function (Z) by the
objective function coefficient of the project that has been 
accepted.
(8) Increase the penalty for each resource by the amount of
that resource consumed by the accepted project, (set P).
(9) Decrease the set of projects to be considered by the\ . . .
project that has been accepted, (set C),
(10) GO TO 3.
T-1833
EXAMPLE PROBLEM
Given 8 projects with differing payoffs each requiring 
differing amounts of 2 resources, time and money, each of 
which is restricted in supply, find the projects that max­
imize payoff subject to resource availability.
Project Payoff Requirements
NPV &MM Resource 1 • Resource 2.Months iMM
X1 1 6 2
x2 *+ 2% 8
x3 6 6 5
Xi,. .8 k 6
x5 3 9 3
X6 2 3 2
x7 4 5 6
x8 5 1 7
Availability * Zh 30
The problem is represented as follows*
t Z =
P
IXi + kX.2 + 6X3 + 8XJ4, + 3X5 + 2X6 + 4X7 +
L .
6xi + 2X2 + 6X3 + + 9x5 + 3X6 + 5x7 + 1X8
2Xi + 8X2 + 5X3 + 6Xij, + 3x5 + 2X6 + 6X7 + • 7X8
The sums of the required resources are 36 months and 
$39MM. Thus not all 8 projects can be done, and we employ 
the Primal Effective Gradient to find a "good" solution.
T-1833 9





Bequlrementsi Hij Hu Hi2
(3)
Xl 1 0 .2 5 0 0 .0 6 6
X2 k 0 .0 8 3 0 .2 6 7
x3 6 O .2 5 0 O.I67
8 0 .1 6 7 0 .2 0 0
x5 3 0.375 0 .1 0 0
x 6 2 0 .1 2 5 0.067
x7 k 0 .2 0 8 0 .2 0 0
XQ 5 0.042 0.233
Availabilityi 1 .0 0 0 1 .0 0 0
A = 0» Xi II o CSJ n o • ■ o «• II (0 .0 ,0 .0 )
Project
i. (Hh ,H12) s' (1,
1) - P Can Project Be Considered?
1 (.2 5 0,.0 6 6) 2 (1 ,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
2 (.0 8 3,.2 6 7) S (1 ,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
3 (.2 5 0,.1 6 7) S (1 ,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
4 (.1 6 7,.2 0 0) 2 (1 ,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
5 (.373,.100) 2 (1,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
6 (.125,.067) S (1,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
7 (.2 0 8,.2 0 0) 2  (1 ,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
8 (.042,.2 3 3) 2  (1 ,1 ) - (0 ,0 ) yes
C = Projects(lf2t3,^,5#6,7* 8 )
T-1833 10
(4) Gradient for project i.
Gradient. (Ki)(N^)/ I H!j N = # resources.
G1 (1 (2 * ) / ( . 2 5 0 + .066) "4.46
®2 (^ (2^)/(.083 + .267) = 1 6 .1 6
G3 (6 (2^)/( .2 5 0 .+ • 167) — 2 0 .3 5
G|f (8 (2i ) / ( .1 6 7 + .2 0 0) s 3 0 .8 3
G5 (3 (2^)/(.375 + .1 0 0) - =2 8.93
G6 (2^)/(,125 + .067) = - 14.73
g7 (^ 000CM•\
HjCVlCM + V .2 0 0) =s 1 3 .8 6
G8 (5 (2^)/( .Oil-2 + • 233) =5 25.71
(5) = 1
(6) A = (M
(7) Z = 8.0
(8 ) P = (.167,.200)
(9) C = (1,2,3.5,6 ,7,8 )
(3)
Project (Hil,Hi2) ^ (1,1) - E Can Project1. Be Considered?
1 (.2 5 0,.0 6 6) < ( . 8 3 3,.8 0 0) yes
2 (.083,.267) - (.8 3 3,.8 0 0) yes
3 (.2 5 0,.1 6 7) s (.8 3 3,'.8 0 0) . yes
5 (.3 7 5..1 0 0) < (.8 3 3,.8 0 0) yes
6 (.125,.067) ̂  (.8 3 3,.8 0 0) yes
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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7 (.2 0 8,.2 0 0) sS (.8 3 3..8 0 0) yes
8 -(.042,.233) (.833,.8 0 0) yes
C = (1,2,3.5.6,7,8 ) v
(4) Gradient for project 1 .
Gradient, (Ki)|P|/(P)*(Hij)
Gl (1 )|.1 6 7,.2 0 0|/(.1 6 7,.2 0 0)♦( .2 5 0,.0 6 6) = 4 .7 2
G2 (4)|.167,.200|/(.167,.200)•( .083,.267) = 1 5 .4 9
g3 (6) | .167,.2001/(.167,.200)•( .250,.1 6 7) = 20.80
G5 (3) |,167,.200|/(.167,.200)• (•375..1 0 0) = 9.46
G6 (2 ) I.I6 7,.2 0 01/(.1 6 7,.2 0 0)•( .125,.067) = 1 5 .2 0
g7 (4) |.167,.200[/(.167,.2 0 0 ) .(.208 , .20 0 )  = 1 3 ,9 5
g8 (5) | .167, . 2 0 0 | / (  ,167, .200)'* ( .042,.233) = 24.30
(5) rHII00X
(6) A -'(*.8)
(7) z = 8 + 5 = 1 3 .0
(8) P = (.16?,,200) + (.042,.233) = (.209, .433)
(9) C = (1,2,3.5,6.7)
(3) Project
1, (Hli,Hi2) s '. (1,1) - P
Can Project 
Be Considered?
1 (.250,.066) s (.791..567) yes
2 (.083,.267) s ( , 791..567) yes
3 (.250,.167) *  (.791..567) yes
T-1833 12
(.3 7 5..1 0 0) == (.791..567) yes
(.1 2 5,.067) 's (.791,.567) yes
(.2 0 8,.2 0 0) < (.7 9 1..5 6 7) yes
C = (1,2,3 .5,6,7 )
(4) Gradient for project 1.
Gradient. (Ki)|p |/(P)'*(Hij)
G1 (1) .209. .433|/( 2 0 9,.433)'•(.250, .0 6 6) = 5--92
g2 (4) .2 0 9,•433|/(.2 0 9,.433) •(.083, .267) = 14..46
°3 (6) .2 0 9,.4 3 3|/(.2 0 9,.433)'•(.2 5 0,.167) =*,23..16
g5 (3) .209, •433|/(.2 0 9,.433)'•(.3 7 5,.100) = 11..85
G6 (2) .2 0 9,•433|/(.209, •433)'•(.1 2 5,.06?) = 1 7.44
g7 (4) .209, .433|/(.209. .433)'•(■.208,.200) - 14..79
(5) X3 = 1
(6 ) A = (4.,8 ,3),
(7) Z = 13 + 6 = 19.0
(8 ) P = (.209,.433) + (.250,.167) = (.^59,.600)
(9) C = (1,2,5,6 ,7)
(3) Project (Hn,Hi2) =£ (1,1) - P
1 1
1 ( . 250, . 066) < ( . 5 4 l , . 4 6 o )
2 (.083,.267) « (.541,.400)










6 (.1 2 5,.06?) ^ («54l,.400) yes
7 (.208,.200) < (.541..400) yes
C = (1,2,5,6,7)
(4) Gradient for project 1.
Gradient. (Kj.) |p|/(P) ‘(Hij)
Gl (1)| .4 5 9,.6 00 |/(.459. .6 0 0) (.2 5 0,.0 6 6) = 4,88
g2 (4)| .459, .6 00 |/(.459, .600) (.083, .267) = 15.24
g5 (3) |.459, .6 00 |/(.459, .6 0 0) (.375, .100) = 9.76
G6 (2)| .459, .6 0 0 |/( .459, .6 0 0) (.125, .067) = 15.48
g7 (4)| .459, .6 0 0 |/(.459, .6 0 0) (.208, .200) = 14.02
(5) X6 = 1
(6 ) A = (4,8 ,3,6 )
(?) Z = 19 + 2 = 21.0
(8 ) P = (.459,.6 0 0) + (.125,.0 6 7) = (.584,.6 6 7)
(9) C = (1,2,5,7)
(3) Project (Hn,Hi2) ^ (1.1) - P 
1 .
1 (.2 5 0,.0 6 6) < (.416,.333)
2 (.0 8 3,.2 6 7) ̂  (.416,.333)
5 (.375,.100) s (.416,.333)







C = (1,2,5 ,7)
T-1833 Ik
(4) Gradient for project i*
Gradient. (Ki) | p |/(P) * (Hij)
G% (1)|.584,.667l/(.584,.667)*(.250,.o66) = 4 . 6 5
Gz (4)|.584,.667|/(.584,.66?)•(.083,.267) - 15.65
G5 (3)|.584,.6 6 7|/(.584,.6 6 7)•(.3 7 5,.1 0 0) = 9.31
G7 (4)I.5 8 4,.6 6 71/(.5 8 4,.6 6 7).(.2 0 8,.2 0 0) = 13*91
(5) x 2 = 1
(6) A = (4,8,3,6 ,2)
(7 ) Z = 21 + 4 = 2 5 .0
(8 ) P = (.584,.6 6 7) + (.083,.267) = (.66?,.934)
(9) c =  (1,5,7)
(3) Project (Hn,Hi2 ) =£ (1,1) - P Can Projecti. Be Considered?
1 (.2 5 0,.0 6 6) < ( . 3 3 3,.0 6 6) yes
5 (.3 7 5,.1 0 0) £ (.3 3 3,.0 6 6) 1 no
7 (.2 0 8,.2 0 0) < ( . 3 3 3,.0 6 6) no
C = (1)
(4) Gradient for project i.
Gradient. (Ki)|p|/(P)•(Hij)
Gx (1)1.667,*934|/(.6 6 7,.934)*(.250,.066) = 5.03
(5) Xi = 1
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(6) A >  (A,8,3,6,2,1)
(7) Z = 25 + 1 = 26.0 (-
(8) P = (.6 6 7,.93A) + (.2 5 0,.0 6 6) = (.917,1.000)
(9) C = (0) STOP
The solution obtained Isi 
A = projects (A,8,3,6,2,1) Z = $26.0 MM
In this case the solution reached Is the optimum. It 
should be reemphasized, however, that heuristics do not guarantee 
optimum solutions.
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MODIFICATION TO THE PRIMAL EFFECTIVE GRADIENT
As the iterations of the Primal Effective Gradient pro- 
ceed, it may be found that some components of the set of 
penalty resources (P) plus the sum of the respective resource 
requirements of the projects yet to be surveyed, are no longer 
greater than 1. In other words, the use of certain resources 
may no longer increase the penalty as these resources are in 
sufficient supply.
For example, suppose we haVe a problem with 2 restricted 
resources, and 2 remaining projects to be surveyed.
Given* the penalty set, P = (.6,.3)
the requirements for project 1, Hij = (.2,.4) 
the payoff for project 1, Ki = 100.0 
the requirements for project 2, H2 j - (.^,.2) 
the payoff for project 2, K2 = 1 3 0 .0  
Using the Primal Effective Gradient*
Gi = 279.51 G2 = 290.69  ̂ ^
Thus, project 2 is chosen yielding a penalty set P = (1.0,.6).
Notice that the sum P2 ■+ H12 + H22 = «9 <  1.0 •
One may ask why the second resource enters into the gradient 
calculation as the above constraint is not binding. This 
question leads to the modification Of the algorithm. What 
would happen if each member of P was reduced by some amount 
less than the largest element of P ? Let a new P be defined 
by* p* asp - (.2, .2) = (.4,.l) .
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This results ini Gj. = 3*0• 59 &2 28 297*78.
Thus, project 1 is chosen yielding a penalty set P * (,8,.7)» 
Although the payoff Ki - 100.0 is less than Kz = 130.0, a 
better balance of resources used, (.8 ,.7 ) vs (1 .0 ,.6 ), resultsi •
from the modification.
In the above example if P were reduced by .5* a P' of 
(•I,-.3) would result. This says a project which demands //a 
more of resource 2 is preferable to one that demands less of 
resource 2. This is due to the Pz “ • As this seems
senseless, a value of 0 .0 should be assigned to the second 
component of P* instead of the value -0.3 •
If P were modified such that a P* with all negative 
elements was the result, all these elements should be set 
equal to 0.0 as stated by the previous paragraph• All re­
sources would then be assumed to have equal penalty. This 
is not the case. Therefore, we must restrict the preposed 
modification by the following rules.
Let Q be a number strictly less than some arbitrary 
fraction or percentage value of the largest element of P.
P* is defined as follows. If Pj - Q >  0.0, P3 being the 
component of P, set Pj - Pj - Q . If Pj - Q < 0.0 set 
P3 = 0 .0  .
In each iteration a p' is found according to the above 
rule. The set p' is used in calculating the effective
T-1833 18
gradients» Instead of using the total penalty set P. At the 
end of each iteration, however, the cumulative penalty set P 
must be Increased as before, and a new Pf must be calculated
for the following Iteration. The new set P must be found and
used to calculate the next P* so that the penalty incurred
by each subsequently accepted project is kept in proper per­
spective relative to the total amount of resources used.
From this point on we are concerned with data collection. 
We will derive results and seek to conclude the relative ef­
ficiency and accuracy of the Primal Effective Gradient method 
under various modifications as compared to the Dual and 
Modified Dual heuristics.
The five methods used to modify the Primal Effective 
Gradient are as follows t
(I) Q = 0.0 this sets P' = to the total penalty.
(II) Q = (0 • 2)(Max component of P)
(III) Q = (0.5)(Max component of P)
(IV) Q = (Max component of P)^
(V) Q = (Max componet of P)®^ where EX is increased
over an experimental range of 1.4 to 2.6 with 0.2 used as the 
step. The best objective function value is then chosen from 
all iterations•
The programs in the appendix use the following values
to execute the five modification methods.
A T r i l jR  LAX.C.S iijIfcJJAAK a 









A further modification is the Introduction of a round­
off error for the normalized resource coefficients. If a 
manager suspects round-off error is affecting his results, 
or if he is unsure of the availability of the restricted res­
ources, he may alter the availability by entering either a 
positive or negative percentage value for the variable ERR 
when executing the programs in the appendix. A positive 
value will Increase the availability of all resources by the 
percentage entered, and conversely, a negative value will 








SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION^ OF THE PRIMAL EFFECTIVE GRADIENT, 
Symbols Used#
T '* (Ti) 1 » 1, **.,M , the Initial set of projects,
A = the; set of accepted projects*
NA * the set of projects not in A*
C = the set of candidate projects,
Bi = j = •fN availability of resource J.
I =* normalized set of resource
availabilities, (19* * * ,1) •
Ajj >  v resource requirement J for
project i•
Hij = Aij/Bj normalized resource require­
ment J for project i*
Z * value of objective function,
Xi •= project variable * ( 0 or 1),
= effective gradient of project 1*
Pj = amount of resource J used,
P = (Pj) total penalty set.
Algorithm Proceedure# I
Max Z = £ KiXjl 
1
S.T.
< 1) I HijXi S 1 j  = l N
(2) T >  (Ti), Xi = 0 i = 1,...,M
A = (0), NA = T, Z = 0.0












(3) EHH = a percent representing either suspected round­
off error or uncertainty In assigning avail­
abilities to restricted resources.
(4b) P = p'
Wherei Q = (Max component of P)
pj = Pj - Q If Pj - Q > 0.0
Pj = 0.0 if Pj - Q <  0.0
C = (Ti|Ti e NA, Hi 1 < 1  - Pi + ERR) 1 = 1,...,
, - 3 = l,...»
i f  c. = (0) stop. ; ;
Gi = (Ki)(N^)/ I Hij 3 = 1 .....N
1
Gj. = (K1)|p|/(P)*(H1j) 3 = 1....H
Find (Max G^) 9 Set X* = 1
A = (Ti) 1 is from step 5•
Z = Z + KiXi i is from step 5«
P = (Pj) where Pi = Hii i is from step 5*
J N
NA * T - A
GO TO 3.
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SUMMARY OF THE DUAL. EFFECTIVE GRADIENT (3.8)
Symbols Usedt
Z » value of the objective function.
= 1 - payoff for project 1.
Bj = j = 1, • • • ,N availability of resource j.
Xi = project variable. (0 or 1).
Ajj » resource requirement j forproject 1•
Algorithm Proceedurei
Max Z - X  CiXj 1
S . T •
r AijXi < Bj j = 1,...,N
(1) Set each X^ = 1
(2) For each constraint j = find the surplus.
Sj = I (XiAij/Bj) - 1.
if Sj <0.0 Set Sj = 0.0
if Sj = 0.0 * GO TO 5- 1-
(3) For each variable i = 1,...,M, find the effective gradient. 
Gi. = Ci/ I (SjAij/Bj)
3
(40 Find G]£ = (Min Gi) such that X^ = 1 • Set - 0 •
If there are 5 or less variables left to examine, totally
eneumerate to find the final solution and STOP. If the
number of variables left to examine is greater than 5*
GO TO 2 .
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(5) Can any non-basic variables (Xi = 0) be added back into 
the basis (Xi = 1) without creating infeasibility? If 
so* GO TO 6; if not, STOP* ■,
(6) Formulate a new problem from the current non-basic var­
iables* For each constraint J = 1,**.,N, subtract the 
sum of the coefficients of the basic variables (Aij such 
that Xi =1) from the right-hand side (Bj)_* Formulate 
new constraints from the coefficients of the non-basic 
variables in each constraint (Aij such that Xi = 0).
Write a new objective function from the current objective 
function coefficients of the non-basic variables (Ci 
such that Xj[ — 0). GO TO 2.
ARTHUR HAKES LIBRARY
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN. COLORADO 8040!'
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SUMMARY OF THE MODIFIED DUAL EFFECTIVE GRADIENT (3)
Symbols Usedi
Identical conditions and symbols as under the Dual 
Effective Gradient.
Algorithm Proceedure*
(1) identical to the Dual Effective Gradient.
(2) identical to the Dual Effective Gradient.
(3) identical to the Dual Effective Gradient.
(**) identical to the Dual Effective Gradient.
(5) Can any non-basic variable (X̂  = 0) be added back into
the basis (Xi = 1) without creating infeasibility? If
so, GO TO 7? if not, STOP.
(6) Amoung the non-basic variables being examined, place
the variable with the largest payoff ( )  back into the 




Twenty-six published solved problems were used to test
the three Effective Gradient techniques in an effort to com­
pare the relative efficiencies and accuracy of each method. 
Published solved problems were used for the simple purpose 
of establishing a good base or control for comparison. A 
control set of problems was necessary in order to establish 
results on problems whose optima were already known and 
supported by optimal-producing techniques.
$
The original Dual and Primal Effective Gradient codes 
were modified in FORTRAN-10 to fit the Colorado School of 
Mines DEC system 10 I/O, and to facillitate ease of operation 
by the user. A new Primal code, slightly faster and smaller 
in disc space required, was also used. The new code has 
slightly different branching logic, but not so significant 
that the Primal algorithm logic is altered. Results from the 
Modified Dual Effective Gradient code were taken from (3)»
The three programs, and the twenty-six data files are pre­
sented in the appendix. Both Primal codes, and the Dual 
code were executed using the following data for round-off 
error (ERR) and exponent values (EX).
ERR: l.E-4, l.E-5# l.E-6, l.E-7, l.E-8, 0.0
EX: 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6
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Capital Budgeting Problemss (1,2,6)
All three methods yield either optimal, or sub-optimal results 
so close to optimum that an effort to find a better solution 
may not be warrented. Both Dual codes obtained 1 optimum out 
of the 9 problems tested. Both Primal codes obtained 2 optima 
out of the 9 problems tested. The two Primal codes obtained 
the best objective function values with an average error 
from the optima of 1,94# and a range of error from the optima 
of 10.18-0.00#. The Modified Dual code obtained the next best 
set of solutions with an average error of 4*58# and a range 
of error of 19.18-0.00#. The original Dual code was last in 
.performance with a 4.91# average error and a range of error 
of 2 1 .17-0 .00#.
Knapsack Problemst (10)
The performance of all three methods on Knapsack Problems was 
similar to that for Capital Budgeting Problems. The number 
of optima obtained relative to the number of problems tested 
was 1 out of 8 . Average error from the optima, however, was 
lower In each case. The Dual code yielded the best objective 
function values with an average error of 0 .59# from the optima, 
and a range of error of 2.97-0.00#. The Modified Dual was 
second best with an average error of 0 .77# and a range of 
error of 2 .97-O.OO#. The new Primal code ranked third with 
a O.98# average error and a range of error of 3 *63-0 .00#.
The original Primal code ranked last in performance with an 
average error of 1.04# and a range of 3 *63-0 .00#.
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Senju & Toyoda Test ProblemSi (8)
The performance of the three methods seemed at odds with one 
another when used on Senju & Toyoda* s Test Problems, The 
two Primal codes performaed the best with 2 optima found out 
of 4 problems tested. Both Dual codes obtained only 1 optimum 
out of 4* The Primal codes ranked first in average error from 
the optima, both with values of 0.44# and a range of error of 
0.97-0.00#. The Modified Dual code was next with a 1.43# 
average error and a range of error of 3*85-0.00#. The original 
Dual code ranked last with a 1.55# average error and a range 
of error of 3•85-0.00#.
Set covering Problems* (4,5.7)
The Modified Dual code was the only method to perform poorly 
in obtaining MgoodM objective function values with these 
problems. The original Primal code and the original Dual 
code both found 4 optima out of the 5 problems tested. The 
new Primal code found 3 optima out of a possible 5» and the 
Modified Dual code found only 1 optimum out of a possible 5»
The average error from the optima was higher than may be 
expected. This is attributable to (1) the fact that only 
5 problems were tested, and (2) in the case of the Dual and 
original Primal codes the 1 sub-optimum found was grossly in 
error. The original Primal code ranked first in average 
error from the optima with a value of 3*08# and a range of 
error of 15.38-0.00#. The new Primal code was second with 
a 3*83# average error and a range of error of 11.48-0.00#.
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The Dual code was third with an average error of 5•57% and a 
range of error of 27«87“0.00j£. The Modified Dual code came 
last with an average error of 9 and a range of error from 
the optima of 27.87-0.00)6. One interesting observation is 
that the Dual code yields a solution of 13*0 for Lemke's 
problem. This appears to be super-optimal and infeasible. 
Further examination of the basis shows feasibility to be 
intact, thus 13*0 was used in defining the optimum rather 
than the published value of l4.0 •
Points of Note;
(1) The fastest code seems to be either the original Dual or 
Primal code, or the new Primal code, depending on the size of 
problem, the number of projects accepted, and the type of 
problem being examined (Capital Budgeting, Knapsack, Set Cover 
ing, Senju & Toyoda Test Problems). The Modified Dual code
is slower by up to k00%. Run time is dependent, however, not 
only on compute time, but also on the type of memory core 
(1.0 or 1.8 micro second) used by the DEC system 10.
(2) The accuracy of the solutions obtained by the Primal
codes is dependent on the choice of the exponent (EX) used
. . * •in the modification of P = P . If P is set equal to the
full penalty set P, poor results are obtained. As a result 
of this, it is recommended not to use Method I described pre­
viously in the section "Modification To The Primal Effective 
Gradient". Methods IV or V seem to yield the best objective
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function values* It is envisioned that more optima could 
have been found had a greater set of exponent values (EX) 
been iterated over, steplng by 0.1 instead of 0*2 •
(3) Round-off error (ERR), although limited to values less 
than or equal to l.E-V in this study, seems to have definite 
effect in the Primal codes. An effect went unobserved, 
however, in the Dual code•
(4) A final observation is that the Primal and Dual codes 
seem to be very machine dependent. For example, Toyoda states 
in (9) that the best solution for Senju & Toyoda Test Problem 
#3 is 7700 for the Dual code and 8698 for the Primal code.
The best solutions obtained on the DEC system 10 are 7 6 9?
and 8652 for the Dual and Primal codes respectively. Toyoda 
obtained his solutions on an IBM - 195 which is a 32 bit 
word machine vs a 36 bit word on the DEC - 10.
The above results may be confirmed by using the data 
files, the Dual code, and the two Primal codes found in the 
appendix. The Dual code output is summarized in the output 
file DGT.OUT; the original Primal code output is summarized 
in the file entitled PGT•OUT j and the new Primal code output 
is summarized under the file named PGW.OUT • Results for the 
Modified Dual code may be found in (3)»
All computational results, including computation times, 
are summarized in the tables following. In said tables 1
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The Dual Effective Gradient Code is referred to as
Code # 1* -
The Original Primal Effective Gradient Code is referred to as
Code #2.
The New Primal Effective Gradient Code is referred to as 
Code #3.
The Modified Dual Effective Gradient Code is refered to as 
Code # 4.*
Tables I, II, Hit & IV show respectively for codes 1,
2, 3, & b -i
(a) the number of problems tested in each problem category
! , •
(Capital Budgeting, Knapsack,. Senju & Toyoda Test, Set Covering),
(b) the number of optimum solutions (best known value of the 
objective function) obtained,
(c) the average % error from the optima for the solutions 
obtained,
(d) the range of % error from the optima for the solutions 
obtained. I
Table V shows:
(a) the number of times each code obtained optimum solutions 
out of a possible 26,
(b) the number of times each code obtained the best sub­
optimum solutions out of all sub-optima obtained by all codes 
for all test flies,
(c) the average % error from the optima for the solutions
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obtained by each code for all test files,
(d) the range of % error from the optima for the solutions
obtained by each code for all test files,
Table VI shows1
(a) which codes obtained the optimum for each test file,
(b) which codes obtained the best sub-optimum solution for
each test file.
Table VII is a summary of results from codes 1,2, & 3 
vs the results from code Showing?
(a) the test file problem size for each test file,
(b) the published optimum for each test file,
(c) the best solution obtained for each test file from codes
1 , 2 , & 3 #
(d) which codes (1,2,3) obtained the best solution for each 
test file,
(e) the solution for each test file from code
Tables VIII, IX, X, XI, & XII are summaries of results
from codes 1, 2, 3» & ^respectively, showing?
(a) the test file,
(b) the best solution obtained,
(c) % error from the optimum for the solution obtained,
(d) the range in CPU time in seconds,
(e) the round-off error (ERR) for which the solution was 
obtained (applicable for codes 1, 2, & 3 only),
(f) the exponent (EX) for which the solution was obtained 
(applicable for codes £ & 3 only).
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TABLE X
"*•.* , ' • : § '
Number Of Optima Obtained, Average % Error of Solutions 
Obtained From Optima, Range Of % Error From; Optima for the 
Dual Effective Gradient Code, Code # 1 •
Number Of Number Of Average % Range Of % 
Problems Optima Error Error
Problemsi Testedj Obtainedi Prom Optimal Prom Optimal
Capital
Budgeting 9 1 ^.91 21.17 -0 .00
Knapsack 8 1 0.59 2 .9 7 -0 .0 0
Senju & 
Toyoda h i 1 .55 3 .85 -0 .00
Set
Covering 5 h 5.57 27.87 -0 .00
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TABLE XI
Number Of Optima Obtained, Average % Error of Solutions 
Obtained From Optima, Range Of % Error From Optima for the 
Original Primal Effective Gradient Code, Code # 2.
Number Of Number Of Average % 
Problems Optima Error
Range Of % 
Error






















0 .97-0 .0 0
i5 .38-O.OO
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TAgLS.-I.il . • ' '
Number Of Optima Obtained, Average % Error of Solutions 
Obtained From Optima, Range Of % Error From Optima for the 
New Primal Effective Gradient Code, Code # 3«
Problems *
Number Of Number Of Average % Range Of % 
Problems Optima Error Error


























Number Of Optima Obtained, Average % Error of Solutions 
Obtained From Optima, Range Of % Error From Optima for the 















Budgeting 9 1 . .. 4.58 19.18-0.00
Knapsack 8 1 0.77 2.97-0.00
Senju & 
Toyoda 4 1 1.43 3.85-0.00
Set
Covering 5 4 9.96 27.87-0.00
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TABL&JT
Number Of Optima Obtained by each code out of a possible 
26, Number Of Best Sub-Optima Obtained by each code out of all 
sub-optima obtained by each code for all files , Average % T / 
Error of Solutions Obtained Prom Optima for each code for all 
files, Range Of % Error From Optima of Solutions Obtained for 
each code for all files.
Code s
Number Of Number Of Best Sub- Average % 
Optima Optima Error
Obtained* Obtained* From Optima*




















1 5.38-0 .0 0
11.48-0.00
2 7.87-0 .0 0
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TAgLg„yj v ; ; - ;
Solutions Obtained (Optimum or Best Sub-Optimum) By 
Which Codes For Each File* ,
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Summary Of Results Prom Codes 1»2» & 3 vs the Results 
From Code 4. '
Problem Best Solution
Size Published Solution Prom
Test File* (M X N) Optimum i Obtained t Code* Code 4i
Cochran x 3 35.777 3 5 .8 1.2,3 35.8
Cord 25 x 2 1.67 1 .5 1,2,3 1.5
Petersen
#i 6 x 10 38oo 3800 1,2,3 3800#2 10 x 10 8 7 0 6 .1 . 8 3 3 6 .9 1,2,3 8336.'
#3 15 x 10 4015 4005 2 ,3 3245
#Ur 20 x 10 6120 6010 1,2,3 5965
#5 28 x 10 12400 12400 2 ,3 11950#6 39 x 5 10618 105^7 2,3 10601
#7 50 x 5 16537 16499 2 ,3 I6531
Welngartner & Ness
#1 28 x 2 141278 140618 3 140786#2 28 x 2 130883 130723 1,2,3 130883
#3 28 x 2 95677 95627 1' 95667#4- 28 X 2 119337 115797 1 115797
#5 28 x 2 98796 98796 1,2,3 98631#6 28 x 2 130623 130233 ,1,2,3 130233
#7 105 x 2 1095445 1095382 1 2 1095112#8 105 x 2 624319 620060 ir 3 609944
Senju & Toyoda -
8 x 2 2600 2600 2,3 2500#2 6 x if 1800 1800 1,2,3 1800
#3 60 x 30 7772 7697 2 ,3 764860 x 30 8722 8652 2 ,3 8698
Haldl
#1 15 x 35 9 9 1,2,3 9#2 15 x 15 10 10 1,2,3 11
#3 31 x 31 18 18 1.2,3 19
Lemke 32 x 15 13 1 15
Pierce 31 x 5 61 61 2 ,78
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TABLE VIII
Summary Of Output DGT.OUT with % Error Prom Optimum 
For Solution Obtained For Each'Test File.
Test
BestSolution £ Error From
Bangs Of CPU Time Hound--Off
Files Obtainedi Optimum* Seconds 1 Error1
Cochran 35.8 O'.'06 0 .028-0 .0 3 0 E-k - 0 .0
Cord 1.5 1 0 .1 8 0 .012-0 .0 2 9 E-4 - 0 .0
Petersen
#1 3800 0 .0 0 0.026-0.040 E-4 0 .0
#2 8336.9 4.24 0 .057-0 .0 7 4 E-4 - 0 .0
#3 3165 21.17 0.084-0.094 E-4 - 0 .0
# 4 6010 1.80 0 .153-0 .1 6 1 E-4 -  . 0.0
#5 11810 4.76 O.219-O.2 2 2 E-4 - 0.0#6 10537 0 .7 6 0.174-0.184 E-4 - 0.0
#7 16333 1.23 0 .277-0 ,2 9 5 E-4 — 0.0
Welngartner & Ness #1 140477 0.57 O.O87-O.0 9 8 E-4 . 0.0#2 130723 0.12 0.083-0.094 E-4 - 0.0
#3 95627 ^ 0.05 0.098-0.104 E-4 . - 0.0
115797 2.97 0.072-0.089 E-4 - 0.0
; #5 98796 0.00 0.131-0.147 E-4 - 0.0#6 130233 0 .3 0 0 .075-0 .0 9 1 E-4 - 0.0




2500 3.85 0.013-0.016 E-4 0.0#2 1800 0.00 0,011-0.016 E-4 — 0.0
#3 7672 1 .2 9 2.884-2.956 E-4 - 0.0#4 8631 1.04 2.344-2.428 E-4 — 0.0
Haldl
#1 9 0.00 0.243-0.264 E-4 0.0#2 10 0.00 0.140-0.170 E-4 - 0.0
#3 18 0,00 0.840-0.911 E-4 — 0.0
Lemke 13 0.00 O.2 2 2-O.2 3 9 E-4 0.0
Pierce 78 2 7 .8 7 O.059-O.0 7 3 E-4 — 0.0
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TABLE IX ' . . 'V:yv
Summary Of Output PGT•OUT with % Error From Optimum 
For Solution Obtained For Each Test File.
Best % Error Bange OfTest Solution From CPU Time Bound-OffFilet Obtained Optimum Seconds Error Exponent .
Cochran 35.8 0 .0 6 0.015-0.035 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
Cord 1.5 10.18 0.008-0.028 E-4 - 0.0 >1.2, <2.4
Petersen
#1 3800 0.00 0.013-0.030 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0#2 8336.9 4.24 0 .0*1-2-0 .0 7 3 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
#3 4005 0.25 0.10*1-0.120 E-4 - 0.0 >1.4
# 4 6010 . 1.80 0.138-0.179 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
#5 12*1-00 0.00 0.319-0.359 E-4 - E-8 1.2,1.4#6 1054? 0.67 0 .*1-01-0 .4 3 1 E-4 - 0.0 1 .6 ,1 .8 ,2 .6
#7 16*1-99 0.23 0 .622-0 .6 8 7 E-4 - E-8 >  1.60.627-0.6*1-3 0.0 1.8,2.6
Welngartner & Ness
#1 139972 0 .9 2 0.088-0.107 E-4 - 0.0 >  1 .4#2 130723 0.12 0.071-0.085 e-4 - 0.0 1.6
#3 93278 2.51 0.044-0.072 E-4 — 0.0 1.2, >1.6#4 115006 3.63 0.075-0.101 E-4 - E-8 >1.0
#5 98796 0.00 0.043-0.072 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0#6 130233 0.30 0.068-0.086 E-4 - 0.0 >1.4




2600 0.00 0.000-0.026 E-4 E-8 >1.0
# 2 1800 0.00 0.000-0.017 E-4 - 0.0 1.0 - 2.6
# 3 7697 0.97 2,163-2.328 E-4 ... 0.0 1.2,1.4




O.221-O.2 5I e-4 mm 0.0 1.0 - 2.6
#2 10 0.00 O.O73-O.I05 E-4 — 0.0 >1.0
#3 18 0.00 0.856-1.093 E-4 0.0 1.4,2.4
Lemke 15 1 5 .3 8 0 .760-0 .8 3 6 E-4 - E-8 2,4,2.6
Pierce 61 0.00 0.304-0.321 E-4 - E-7 1.2
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TABLE X / . ' •
Summary Of Output PGW.OUT with % Error From Optimum 
For Solution Obtained For Each Test File.
Best Error Bange Of
Test Solution From GPU Time Round--Off
Filei Obtained Optimum Seconds Error Exponent
Cochran 35.8 0 .0 6 0.014-0.030 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
Cord 1.5 10.18 0 .014-0 .0 3 0 E-4 - 0.0 >1.2, <2.4
Petersen
#1 3800 0.00 0 .009-0 .0 2 9 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0#2 8336.9 4.24 0.044-0.062 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
#3 4005 0 .2 5 0.104-0.119 E-4 - 0.0 >1.4
m 6010 1.80 0.144-0.165 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
#5 12400 0.00 0.324-0.337 E-4 - E-8 1.2,1.4
. #6 10547 0.67 0.374-0.394 E-4 - 0.0 1.6,1.8,2.6
#7 16499 0.23 0.586-0.601 E-4 - E-8 >1.6O.59I-O.592 0.1D 1.8,2.6
Welngartner & Ness
#1 140618 0.47 0 .075-0 .0 9 2 E-4 - 0.0 1.4#2 130723 0.12 O.059-O.O75 E-4 - 0.0 1.6
#3 93278 2.51 0.044-0.061 E-4 - 0.0 1.2,1.4, >1#4 115006 3.63 0.074-0.091 E-4 - E-8 >1.0
#5 98796 0.00 0.043-0.068 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0#6 130233 0 .3 0 0 .060-0 .0 7 7 E-4 - 0.0 >1*4
#7 1094262 0.11 1.372-1.394 E-4 - 0.0 1.6, >1.8#8 620060 0.68 0.711-0.724 E-4 - 0.0 1.2
Senju & Toyoda
#1 2600 0.00 0 .000-0 .0 2 3 E-4 - E-8 1.2,1.4, >1#2 1800 0.00 0.000-0.017 E-4 - 0.0 >1.0
#3 7697 0 .9 7 2 .032-2 .I8O E-4 - 0.0 1.2,1.4#4 8652 0.80 3 .602-3 .6 2 8 E-4 - 0.0 2.4
Haldl
#1 9 0.00 O.222-O.2 7 8 E-4 - 0.0 1.0 - 2.6#2 10 0.00 0 .075-0 .0 9 0 E-4 - 0.0 1.2,1.4
#3 18 0.00 0.849-0.985 E-4 - 0.0 1.4,2.4
Lemke 14 7 .6 9 0.745-0.766 E-4 - E-8 1.6
Pierce 68 11 i48 0 .2 6 9-0 .3 0 0 E-4 - E-7 1.0 - 2.6
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TABLE XI
; ' Summary Of Results Prom The Modified:Dual Code with %
Error From Optimum For Solution Obtained For Each Test File.
Best # Error
Test Solution From CPU Time
File« Obtained Optimum Seconds
Cochran 35.8 0 .0 6 0 .1 0 0
Cord 1 .48 1 1 .3 8 0.317
Petersen
#i 3800 0 .0 0 O.0 5 0
# 2 8336.9 4.24 0 .1 0 0
#3. 3245 1 9 .1 8 0.166#4 5965 2.53 0.384
#5 11950 3.63 0 .5 0 0
# 6 10601 0 .1 6 0.550
#7 16531 0.04 O .9 5 0
Welngartner & Ness .
#i 140786 0.35 O .2 6 7
# 2 1 30 8 8 3 0.00 0.317
95667 0.01 0 .3 6 6#4 115797 2 .9 7 0 .2 1 7
#5 98631 0.1-7' 0.400#6 130233 0 .3 0 0 .3 0 0
#7 1095112 0 .0 3 1.983#8 609944 2 .3 0 4 .9 1 7
Senju & Toyoda
#1 2500 3.85 0.017#2 1800 0.00 0.017
#3 7648 1 .6 0 11.000#4 8698 0.28 7 .2 6 7
Haldl
#1 9 0.00 0 .7 3 4
#2 11 1.00 0 .4 3 3
#3 19 5.56 2 .7 6 6
Lemke 15 15.38 1 .3 0 0
Pierce 78 27.87 0 .1 6 6
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CONCLUSIONS & SUGGESTIONS
It seems apparent from the computational results that, 
the Primal Effective Gradient method out-performs either of 
the Dual methods relative to (1) the number of optima obtained
(2) the accuracy (average % error from the optima) of the 
solutions obtained, and (3) computation times.
It would therefore seem to be logical to choose the 
Primal Effective Gradient technique when looking for optimum 
solutions to 0-1 investment decision problems*
Further testing on numerous problems is desirous and 
warranted. The small sampling of 0-1 problems presented here 
is adequate to acquaint the reader with the capabilities of 
each method; however, a larger base should be developed from 
which to test these methods, thereby hopefully supporting the 
results found in this paper and perhaps recognizing patterns 
of solutions for specific categories of problems.
Modifications to the methods allowing acceptance of 
negative objective function coefficients and constraint coef­
ficients is also an area for further study. A successful mod­
ification of this nature would create methods and codes with 
greater versatility and applicability in the field of invest­
ment dec i si on probiems•
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PRIMAL EFFECTIVE GRADIENT METHOD FOR 3-1 PROBLEMS 
ORIGINAL CODE,
PROBLEMS MUST BE FORMULATED AS I 
MAX,




H (1, J ) (1J * ,,,, + H{M,J>*X(M> OR AU<J >
i OE •
WHERE! I s 1, # M THE' NUMBER OF PROJECTS
J « 1, . N THE NUMBER OF RESOURCES
AKU) ■« PROFIT FOR PROJECT I
X U )  s PROJECT V8L i 0-1
H<I, J) s AMOUNT OF RESOURCE j REQUIRED it PROJECT I 
ALU) * AVAILABILITY OF'.RESOURCE J,'
AK U  )) H (J, J ! I ALU) ARE ALL’ POSITIVE,
DATA FORMAT FROM TTYI
LINE I
1 DATA INPUT DEVICE, (TTY OR OSK)
2 IF DSKi NAME .OF INPUT FILE,
3 ROUNDOFF ERROR. RECOMMEND < l.E-5 
ALSO A FLAG, -till,
4 OUTPUT DEVICE. TTYs4 LPT®6
5 EXPONENT TO CALCULATE Q,









WORD "MAX" OR "MIN’’,
NUMBER OF PROJECTS, NUMBER OF RESOURCES 
INPUT FORMAT FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
CONSTRAINT COEFFICIENTS,
INPUT FORMAT FOR RIGHUHAND SIDES OF 
CONSTRAINTS,
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS, 
RIGHT-HAND SIDES OF CONSTRAINTS. 
COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTRAINTS,
MAXIMUM PROBLEM S HE! (MXNJ8(105X60)
DIMENSION H(105,60). AKU05) ,AL(60) ,C(60) ,CD(60)
DIMENSION ITU(105),ITC<105!,FMT1(3>,FMT2(S>
DOUBLE PRECISION FMT1.FMT2.FJLEIN 
FORMAT!A10)
FORMa T <' DO YOU WANT TTY INPUTT' $)
f o r m a T<« In p u t f i l e u  sj lakes u b s a r y
FORMAT! * ROUNDOFF ERROR!' S) ^ ? & * o° s c h o o l  m  mimpq
FORMAT <• -OUTPUT DEVICE!' S) ' / M>r, ̂  "?s


















































9 FORMAT( 3 A10 3
10 F0RMa T<2G>
C
c in pu t f r o m ttv
c302 DEVs t.QSK ’TYPE T 
ACCEPT 1,ANS
IF(ANS,EQ,'YE5')0EV='TT7'JFUNS.EG. ’YES' )GO TO 90
TYPE 4
ACCEPT 1.F1LEIN 








102 REAO(1,-9,ENO#103) (FMT1( I),I PI,3 1
103 REAO<lr9,ENO»i04)(PMTg<I>iI«1,3>
104 READ(1,FMT1,EN0B109)(AK(JJ,Ip1,M)
108 READ{l,FMT2,ENDsl06) !AL(JI, J»1,N)




s f <h a x m i n ,e q , i m a x h g q  tq u
CC PRQ8LEM IS A MIN, SOLVE FOR,it§ COMPLIMENT,
O'
DO 12 Dal* N 
ALIUls^ALCU)
DO 12 Ib 1,M 
12 ALCDiaMCS,JUALCJ)
C
C INITIALISE ALL -SETS
C
11 00 23 Jsi,N 
C<D)i0,0DO 20 Iai.M
H(I,J!»H(I,Ji/AL(U)
20 IT C (I)eI
2a0.0 
NTU80
Cc WHEN PENALTY SET IS EQUAL FOR ALL RESOURCES,































SELECTING CANDJTATE PROJECTS, SET C,
IJ sITC U  >

































AFTER INITIAL ITERATION PENALTY FOR ALL 
NOT EQUAL
s e t t i n g p e n a l t y SET P,
CMAXsCdl 
DO 175 JsZ»N





































































CC SELECTING CANOJTa TS PROJECTS, SET C.
C
I t S l T O m  
DO 160 Jel*N
IPUCIJ5*HUI» J)»l* >»GI,ERR>G0: TO 150 
160 CONTINUE
NTCSNf0*1 
ITCSn T O s II
c
C COMPUTING EFFECTIVE GRADIENTS
C
VSs0,'0






C SELECTING PROJECT WITH LARGEST GRADIENTg












DO 125 Jsl* N 
125 C<J)eC<J>*H<IGMAX,J)
GO TO 36 
16 2s Z+AK<IGMAX!






C402 FQRMa T<1H12Xi 'INPUT FILE! *,A10,2X,'ROUNDOFF ERROR* '
1 ,E7,2,:2X, IEXPONENTI ',F5,2*//>
300 F0RMAT(F15.3,' SECONDS FOR CALCULATIONS!!)
201 F0RHa T(//5Xi (PROFIT! '*F10,1*//5X* 'NUMBER OF
t ACCEPTED PROJECTS! I5.//5X,tREJECTED PROJECTS I',
1 *V9<5X,12!5i/>!
02410 202 FQRHa T</5X,'RESOURCE USEa GEI'//10!5X#6(l5,F8,5!/»
02420 400 FQRMa T!//5X, « A U  PROJECTS' REJECTED*3
02430 401 F0RHa T(//5X, 'PROFIT! *« F10 ,1,Y/5X, ' NUMBER OF
02440 1 ACCEPTED PROJECTS! '.15,//5X,'ACCEPTED PROJECTS!08450 1 //9!3X,12I5,/)3
02460 303 FOR«a T</2X.A10,3X,F7.3,3X,F10,1,5X,I3,5X,£7<2,
02470 1 3X.F5.2)





02510 DO 14 Jsl.M
02520 14 ECPlC*AK( I >
02530 EaEC-E
02540 RT2sRUNTIM(0J
02550 x o u t s r t 2«rti
02560 WRIfe<lOP,300)XQUT
02570 IF<NTU,EQ«M)GO TO 100
02980 WR JT£(IOP,201)2,NA»!1TU(S 3, Isl,NTU)
02590 WRITE (JOPi202) (J,C!J3 , Jsl, N!







IF(NTU.GT,0)GO to 21 
WRITE!JOP,400)
02670 GO To 299
08680 21 WRITE(IOP,401>E,NA,fITUI13,Isl,NTU)




02730 CEOSg(UNITsg, DEVICE58'0SK',FJUEb 'POT.OUT^,
32740 £ PROTECTJ0N3”l77,ACCESSs'APPEND'302750 GO TO 302


































































QUAU 'EFFECT I VC- GRADIENT METHOD FOR 0-1 PRpgUEHS 
ORIX INAL:X0dE*
•p r o b l e m s Must-xc p q r m u u t e o  a§ i
MAX, ■
OR A K < i ) * X t i )  ■* • « i t  * *  -AfUMMXCM) ' - *X-  
MIN.
s ub j e c t 't o s




+ H(M,J)#X!M> OR ALU) 
«§E >
I * I.-,,,, i M THE- NUMBER OF PROJECTS
j * i. .... i N The n u m b e r or Re so urce s
AK(I) B PROFIT FOR PROJECT I,
XU) * PROJECT V8L. 0-1Nil,J) b AMOUNT OF RESOURCE J :REQUIRfD ST PROJECT
ALU) « AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCE J,
AK( I) f H (I »J! | ALU) ARE ALL POSITIVE,
d ata from ttys
LINE?
1 DATA INPUT DEVICE, (TTY OR DSK)
2 IF OSK, NAME OF;INPUT FILE, ■
3 ROUNDOFF ERROR, .RECOMMEND <1,1-5 
ALSO A FLAG, -lit,
4- OUTPUT OIVIC6, TTYS4 LPTs6






FILE- IDENTIFICATION, NOT DATA 
WORD "MAX" OR "MIN”,
NUMBER OF PROJECTS, NUMBER OF' RESOURCES, 
INPUT FORMAT FOR OBJECT I V£ PUNCf jt)N AND 
CONSTRAINT CDiFFJCIENTS,
INPUT FORMAT FOR RIGHTjHAND SIDES OF 
CONSTRAINTS.
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS, 
RIGHT-HAND SIDES OF CONSTRAINTS, 
COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTRAINTS,
MAXIMUM PROBLEM SifSEI (MXN)s (105X60)
DIMENSION H(105,60),AK<10S>,AIC60>»C(60),00(60) 
DIMENSION JTU(10S), 170(105),AHJ105,60),AAL(60) 
DIMENSION CD0(60),FMT1(3),FMT|(3>
DOUBLE PRECISION TMTl,FMT2,FILE IN 
FORMAT(A10)
FORMAT!' 00 YOU want TTY INPUT!t S)
FORMAT(' INPUT FILE!1 I)FORMAT!' ROUNDOFF'ERROR!' $)






























































JFtANS.EQ, 'yes.*}SO TO 91 
TYPE 4
ACCEPT ltF'SUEiN.
91 OPINIONJ Tsl,DEV IOEpQEViFILEsF JLEIN,ACCESS* 1 §10 IN1TYPE 5
ACCEPT 10.ERR 







104 READ(l>FMTl,ENOsl05) U # U > , J*1,M5
108 READ<l,PMTg,ENDsl06HALIJ5 , J*i,N>
106 REAB(i,TMTl.END*107)IW |.J5,Jal.M),J*i»N)
107 CU0SECUNIT*4,0EVIC|s0|V,FIiepFlLeiN,ACCES|s'SEQlNWRJ TE(I OP« 402 5FJLEIN.ERR-....
RtisRUNT JM (0 5IFfMAXMIN.ES’, 'MAX' 5C0 TO 7
C
G PROBLEM IS A MIN. SOLVE FOR 1'S COMPLIMENT,■ ft-
■DO 12,-Jsl.N 
ALtJ5S"AL(J5 00 12 Isl.M 12 AL<J5*MII»J S+AK j!
C






DO 100 Jsl.N 
0(75*0,0 
00 100 1*1 .M 





DO 30 J*1.N 
AALIJ5*l. ™C( J5 
30 COCJls-AALIJJ
DO -34- I*NTCF,NTCEC
c s e l e c t i n g  c a n d i d a t e  p r o j e c t s
0





























































c SETTING surplus vector
c
DO 33 :J«lrN 
35 CDU>*COfJ»<-H<ll#'J>
34 CONTINUE






C ARRANG !;NG' PARAMETERS
a .
45 '00-90 J»1 # N
ireAALC J> tOTVlRRIGO TO- 52:
RAU»0,-0.
'GO- TO ;J3




















71 GlAK( II )#SS/VS
rc SELECTING PROJECT WITH SMALLEST GRADIENT
0
































































CDSJj8GB(J>*H( JI ,:J>COO (J)®CDD CJ>*»AH S11»J)
IFSCOSJ!VST,ERR)NJTC8l 
80 CONTINUE
IF <NJTC*GT.B!SO TO 62 
82 DO 85 I»1iNTUN
IlSlTCd)
NTU»NTU*1 
ITU < NTU > e 11
|80*ak< in





402 F0RMaT(1H12X# 'INPUT FILE! ’ *A10,2X, 'ROUNDOFF ERRORS '
1 ,17,2,7/)300 FORMa TSFIS.S, ' SECONDS FOR CAUCUU?IQNSi : >
201 FQRMATS//5X.'PROFIT!' ',P 1 0 , / / 5 X » 1 NUMBER OF:
1 ACCEPTEO PROJECTS! >«I5i//5X,'REJECTED PROJECTS)',
1 //9(5X»1215,/)!
400 FQRMaT(//5X,'ALL 'PROJECTS REJECTED'>401 F0RMaT(//5X,'PROFIT! 1,F10,i>//3X,'NUM8ER OF
1 ACCEPTEO PROJECTS! *»15.//5X.'ACCEPTED PROJECTS! '
1 //9S5X«12I5i/! !202 FORMATC/SX.'RESOURCE USEASEl'//10<5X,6SIS-FS.S)/)//)
303 FORMAT(/2XiA10i3X»F7i3»3XiFt0i.l»5X>l3*5?Si67*2)
40 IFSMaXMIN.EO,''MAX'>G0 TO 20
SC®0,:0 
NA=MlNTU 






IFSNTU.EQ.MIGO TO 200 
WRITES I OP.201)3«NAiS ITU< I!» Hi, NTU)
WRITES I OP»202!SJiCSJ),JsiiN)




WRITES I OP*300!XOUT 
IFS NTU•GT»0)GO TO 11 
200 WRITESIOP»400)
GO TO 299
11 WR ITE {I OP,401) 2, NA» C t TU SI!, HI, NTU!
WRITES I OP, 202) ( J, C S J) »(J®1, N)
299 OPEN(UN IT«2,DEVJCE®'D?K',FILES'DGT,OUT'»




02410 GO TO 302













































































PRIMAL EFFECTIVE GRAD I ENT METHOD FOR 2*1 PROBLEMS 
NEW COPE’.
PROBLEMS- MUST BE FORMULATED A?i 
MAX,
OR AKS114XU) •* >.♦. ■'♦■<AK(M>40t(H) ■« 'B MIN,
subject t o *
H(i# J)nXUi * «*m  HCMrJHX(M) OR ALCJ3
WHERE! I THE NUMBER. OF PROJECTS:
j:i i, .Mi » m the number of resources
AKCJ3 *■ PROFIT for project I, 
xcn  ̂ PROJECT VSL-. 0*1
Hc 11J3 * AMOUNT OF ’ RESOURCE; 'J.*REQUIRED BY PROJECT ALU) s AVAILABILITY OF''RESOURCE :U-."
AK(I)| -HUrJH A L U 3 API ALL-fOSt'Tl H *
DATA FROM TT¥I
LI Nil
1 DATA INPUT -DEVICE, (TTY OR OSK 3 
■2 IF OSKi NAME ‘Ot INPUT FILE.
;3 ROUNDOFF ERROR, RECOMMEND < l.S-3 
ALSO A FLAG* »111,
4 OUTPUT DEVICE* TTYS4 LFT*6
5 EXPONENT*TO CALCULATE Q,









FILE IDENTIFICATION, NOT DATA 
WORD -«MAXH OR f,M I N,f,
NUMBER OF PROJECTS# NUMBER - ‘OF - - RESOURCES *
INPUT FORMAT FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND 
CONSTRAINT COEFFICIENTS-,
INPUT FORMAT TtiR--RlCHT*HAND- SIDES OF 
CONSTRAINTS,







MAX IMUM- PROBLEM SIRE I (MXN>#C1B5X60)
DIMENSION HU05«60> *AK|1053 , ALU0) *X(1063 
DIMENSION P(6B> #PP<40>iFMTl(3)|FMTE<3I
DOUBLE' PRECISION FMU# f MT2, F HE IN 
INTEOER x 
FORMaTCAi0)
FORMAT< f 00 YOU WANT .TTY INPUT?? S3 
FORMAT(1 INPUT FILEM S3 
FORMAT<* ROUNDOFF gRRORl* S3 




































































IFUNS.EG, ' YES’) GO TO 91 
TYPE 4
ACCEPT linue-iN.
91 OPEN<UNIT9l,oeVjefsOEV«FIlE#Flt.lINi ACCESSs*SEaiNt >




ACCEPT 10iEX R|AO(1,8iENOb101}MAXMIN 
lil REAO(1,101END81021H»N102 READ<lr9,eND«103) ( W l < n * J H f - 3>103 REAOtl»9,ENOsl04)(FMTgM), I«li3i
104 READ(1.FMT1#ENO8109) U K U  } # I»1,M)105 REAO<i,FMT2»ENOal06)£AL<JI,Jsl,N>
106 READ<i,FMTl«END8l07)£ SMCJ.U),|il»M>»J»1*N>
107 CLOSE(UNjfsi,OEVICIsOEV,FJLESFJ1EIN,ACC|S§8'SIOIN ' > 
WRITE(IOP»402)FiLEIN,ERR,EX
RT1bRUNTIM<0)
iPtMAXMIN.EO', 'MAX' >GO TO 122
CC problem is a MIN, SOLVE FOR-l'S COMPLEMENT.
C
DO 12 JsliN 
AL<'J)e**AL (J )00 '. 12 Ib 11 M 
12 ALfJ>sM!!,Ji*AL£J>
C
C INITIALISE ALL :SETSc
122 DO 2l Jsl.N




c when PENALTY SET I§ E8UAL FOR ALL RESOURCES
C INITIAL ITERATION. Pfitl. .... » 1!
c 280,0
NOs0
CM9"l.E35 SSsSORT(FLOAT £ N>I
C EXAMINING PROJECTS TO BE CQNSJDDERED. SET £J.
C 00 2 I=1,M
01210 00 44 Jsi, N




01260 c CALCULATING GRADIENTS S FINDING THE MAXIMUM«
01270 c01880 0s0.0
01290 DO 33 J*i,N
01300 33 OsB*H< I, J)
01310 1FCO,:lE.0.0>GO TO 44
01320 GsAK<I>*S5XD'
01330 GO To 55
01340 -44 ■8*4.63501350 ■ 55 IFCG,LT,QM>00 TO 8
01360 I As I
01370 GMsG





0143.0 X<I A 3 S 4
01440 :ZS24AK<IA>
01450 c
after initial ITERATION WHEN PENALTY FOR ALL01460 c





01520 00 64 JsiiN
01130 ■ 66 PCJ>sP!J>*H<IAiJ)
01540 801850 C setting penalty set p ,
01560 ■C
01570 DO 77 Jsl.N
01580 IF<P<J) .LE.'PMIGO TO 77
01590 PMsF(J 3




01640 IP CEX, E8,1,4 )Qb0 ,:5*PM
01650 SSs0,0
01660 00 88 -Jsl.N
01670 PP('J)sPCJ)'*Q
01680 IF < PP < J 3,LE.ERR)PP(J)s0,0
01690 88 ss8sstpp!j)«»a,
81700 sssSqrt tss)
01710 C EXAMINING PROJECTS TO 0| CONSIOOEREO, SET C.01720 c
§1730 c
01740 NC4S0
01750 00 -80 I si, M
§1760 IF.£XU),EQ.4!G0 TO 20
0$77§ 00 100 Jsl.N
























































C CALCULATING GRADIENTS 6 FINDING THE MAXIMUM
C
0*0,0
00 30 Jsl.N 
30 0?D*H(I,JSbPP!J)
IF<DVU.0.0>GO 'TO 40 
GbAK(Is b s s x q 
GO TO 50 
40 681.235




c ACCEPTING the project
c
JF(Nei.LE.0>GO TO 16 





C402 F0RMaT(1H12X,'INPUT FJLEI ',A10,2X#IRQUNOOFF ERRQRI ’
.1 .E7,2,'2X,'EXPONENT! '.FS.g.XXS
300 F0RMAT(FiS . 3, ' SECONDS FOR CALCUlAT JONS I >
201 F0RMATS//5X,* ALU ■PROJECTS ACCEPTED'*XX5X
1 'PROFITJ '.FlO.l.XXXS
400 F0RHATI/X5X,'ALL PROJECTS REJECTED'.XXX!
401 F0RMaT(//5X,'PROFIT! F10 ,1, //5X, INUMBER OF
1 ACCEPTED PROJECTS! '.J5.X/5X,'BASIS!>XX
1 4t5X.30l2.XSI202 F0RMAT(/5X,'RESOURCE UfEAGEt'XX10!5X» 6! 15# F8,5)X}/X)
303 FORMATt/2X,A10.3X.F7,-3#3X,F10,i»SX»I3.5X.E7.2.
1 -3X.F5.2S15 IFIMAXMIN.ES.'MAX'SGO TO 13 
NAsM





WRITE!I OP.201 S3 










IF!X(11.LE.0SGO TO 261 
X(I Ss0 



























150 TO 299 
15 RT2SRUNT1NC0)X0UTs RT2«RT1
WR!fEUOP.300}XQUT
WRITE!IQP,401)2,NA,<X U )»t«l«M) WRITS <109*202)<J,P<ji,J*1,N)




00 to 302 301 STOP 'FINISHED'
END
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586,590. E§19,2, 320,13, 964.754,70,241 





















































967,-654,46,69, 26.769,82. 89..15,87 
46,59,22,840,66,35,604,-57.254,230
21,586,51,19,-984,156,-23,748,760,65- 339.-892,13,13,-327,65,35,246,71/178
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0 0 0 ■0 -
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0 0 A 0 § i 0 1 8 A #. i10 1 A 00 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 A, 01X 1 A 1
A X 0 0 0 1 A i 1 0 # 8 #■ 0 A 1 0
X ■0 X 0 X 0 1 1 0 A # 8 * A 0 A 0
X 0 0 i X A 0 0 1 A i. A10 0 A 00 1 .1 •0 1 A 0 0 i A # 8 * A .1 0 00 i 0 l i i A 1 0 l.i£i0 i 0 i0 0 1 i 0 i .A X i 0 # 1 f ■A 0 0 = 0
A i 1 0 i 0 1 0 A A # A18 0 0 A
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